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HOPE HALL (seats 200) | £100 per hour 
This is the main hall, equipped with air-conditioning and large space for weddings, 

receptions, large meetings, birthday parties and other celebrations.

PRAISE HALL (seats 50, meetings ONLY) | £25 per hour

This is a smaller carpeted hall not to be used for parties. The hall is suitable for meetings 
and similar gatherings.

KITCHEN | £150 
The large kitchen is equipped with a fridge, small cooker and an industrial cooker with 
adequate space.

MANDATORY SERVICES

HOST | £15 per hour (mandatory)

This is a mandatory service; the Host will be present throughout the event to ensure you 
have access to all you have paid for, to make sure you get access to the rooms at the 

time you have booked and to close up when your event is concluded.

DEPOSIT | £200 (mandatory)
This is a mandatory, but refundable deposit that MUST be paid to secure the booking 

before it is finally approved. This will be refunded as long as nothing has been damaged 
in the facility.

CLEANING | £100 (mandatory)

This covers the cost of a sanitised deep clean after your event including the toilets, floors 
and any hall furniture used. It is a mandatory cost to be paid before any event.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL SERVICES

HOPE HALL
Booking Fees
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https://hallbookingonline.com/hopehall/contact.php


SECURITY | £100 (optional)
This is an optional service to help guests keep the event hall secure during the event. This 

service also ensures that your guests do not go to areas not designated to you.

PARKING ATTENDANT | £15 per hour

This is an optional service to help with parking guest cars in the parking lot and arranging 
overflow parking, if required.


